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Abstract
More than 30 million people migrated to the USA between late-ninetieth and early-
twentieth century, and thousands became inventors. Drawing on a novel dataset of
immigrant inventors in the USA, we assess the city-level impact of immigrants’ pat-
enting and their contribution to the technological specialization of the receiving US
regions between 1870 and 1940. Our results show that native inventors benefited
from the inventive activity of immigrants. In addition, we show that the knowledge
transferred by immigrants gave rise to new and previously not exiting technological
fields in the US regions where immigrants moved to.
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1. Introduction

Between 1850 and the mid-1920s more than 30 million people migrated to the USA in
search of a better life (Bandiera et al., 2013). The causes and economic impact of this
mass migration have received already a good deal of attention in the literature (Hatton and
Williamson, 1998). More recently, also due to the backlash against immigration, this topic
has regained popularity among scholars, who have initiated a new research line on the
economic impact of historical migration in the USA (Rodriguez-Pose and Von Berlepsch,
2014; Abramitzky and Boustan, 2017; Hatton and Ward, 2018; Sequeira et al., 2020;
Tabellini, 2020). However, as noted by Abramitzky and Boustan (2017), very few of these
works have focused on the link between migration and innovation. This link is an import-
ant one though, since many of today’s largest US companies (e.g. General Electric) as
well as several scientific and technological discoveries can be traced back to foreign born
inventors and scientists who entered the USA between late-nineteenth century and 1940s
(Hughes, 2004). Some recent evidence for this time period has indeed shown that inventor
migrants greatly contributed to the rise of the US inventive activity in specific techno-
logical fields (Moser et al., 2014) and in the long-run for the USA as whole (Akcigit
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et al., 2017). Our work complements these studies by showing that the geographical distri-
bution of immigrant inventors across US regions can explain their technological evolution.
We build a novel dataset of immigrant inventors to examine their impact on the US

inventing activity between 1870 and 1940.1 Did native inventors benefit from immigrants’
inventive activity? Did immigrant inventors contribute to develop new technological activ-
ities in the regions they migrated to? While these questions have been somewhat
addressed by the literature that analyses the effects of present-day immigration on innov-
ation (Kerr et al., 2016; Breschi et al., 2020), there is less systematic evidence of these
effects for historical migration in the USA and in particular for the Age of Mass
Migration.
Regarding contemporary studies, the literature has provided robust evidence showing

that inventive activity as well as scientific outcomes of immigrant workers have been
growing steadily in the USA (Kerr, 2007; Hunt, 2011). Findings are instead mixed when
it comes to measuring the impact of immigrants’ inventive activity on natives (Kerr et al.,
2016). Some empirical works highlight the potential crowding-out effect of immigrant sci-
entists (Borjas and Doran, 2012). Others instead show that inventor migrants have no
negative effect (Kerr and Lincoln, 2010), or even strong positive effects on incumbents
(Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle, 2010). Other works have turned their attention to role of
high-skilled immigrants as carriers of knowledge. For example, Ganguli (2015) shows that
Russian scientists who migrated to the USA after the collapse of USSR in 1991 were cited
by US scientists more than those who did not migrated, suggesting that migration fav-
oured the transmission of knowledge from origin to destination. More recently, Bahar
et al. (2020) conduct a wide cross-country study and show that receiving countries de-
velop comparative advantages in the same technologies of the immigrants’ country of ori-
gin. This finding suggests that migrants contribute to innovation activity in the receiving
countries by ‘importing’ knowledge from their home country.
Regarding studies that focus on specific historical events in the USA, evidence indicates

that migration had positive effects on US inventive activity. For example, Moser et al.
(2014) show that German-Jewish chemists escaping Nazi-Germany in the 1930s brought
new ideas to the US scientific community that eventually contributed to emergence of
new subfields in chemistry. Moser and San (2019) show that the introduction of immigra-
tion quotas in USA in the early 1920s had the unintended consequence of reducing the in-
flux of scientists from Europe and overall it led to a sharp decline in US inventive activity
in subsequent years. Akcigit et al. (2017) found that the technological fields where immi-
grants were most active during the Age of Mass Migration developed at faster pace in the
long-run (1940–2000).
Our work, by building on the important insights of the above literature, investigates the

city-level impact of immigrants’ patenting in the period 1870–1940. A major strength of
our analysis is that it relies on an original patent dataset that includes the fully disambig-
uated names of migrant inventors, their country of origin and their county and state of
residency in the USA.

1 The Age of Mass Migration usually ends in 1913, with the outburst of WWI, or in the 1920s with the introduc-
tion of the national-origins quotas. We extend the time span of our analysis until 1940 because other significant
inflows of scientists occurred in this period (e.g. Jews escaping Nazism in Europe in the 1930s) (Moser et al.,
2014). Our data also show a robust (albeit declining) patenting activity by immigrants through the 1930s (see
Figure 2). The analysis is however robust to the exclusions of the years after 1930 (see Supplementary Tables
S.25 and S.26).
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We exploit time, place and technological variability in the patenting activity of migrants
and natives to test three different channels through which migration may have affected the
technological development of places. First, we test the direct impact of immigrant patent-
ing on natives’ inventive activity. Second, we use measures of migrants’ country-of-origin
expertise to evaluate the importance of knowledge diffusion channels. Third, we evaluate
how these two channels affect the specialization profile of the places migrants move into
and whether new specialization patterns emerge as a result of this.
In order to tackle the first question, the impact of immigrant inventors on US inventive

activity, we estimate a baseline model in which we regress the total number of patents by
native inventors in a given technology, Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), and decade
on the number of patents authored by immigrants.2 To address the endogeneity concerns
present in this model, we instrument the number of immigrants’ patents with a modified
version of the shift–share (Bartik) instrument. We modify the conventional Bartik instru-
ment in three important ways. First, we exclude from the shift component, which is given
by the total number of patents in a given year-technology-country of origin, the patents of
the immigrant inventors from the corresponding US region in the share component. By
doing so we remove the endogenous part of the shift. Second, we use different dimensions
to construct the shift and share components, which is usually not the case for the conven-
tional Bartik. While the shift component includes a country-of-origin and technology di-
mension, the share uses a country-of-origin and region-of-destination dimension.
Therefore, the share (which is computed before 1890, while the analysis is carried out
from 1900 to 1940) is exogenous because it refers to all inventions of a given country in
all technologies, rather than those in a given technology. Third, we replace the share com-
ponent (i.e. share of patents) with the share of immigrants. The latter two modifications of
the instrument should address the critique of Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2018) and Jaeger
et al. (2018). The instrument is based on the idea that immigrant inventors rely on social-
ethnic ties when they have to make a localization choice. This hypothesis finds support in
our data, since immigrant inventors do tend to cluster in space in ways that resemble the
spatial distribution of immigrants during the Age of Mass Migration (Abramitzky and
Boustan, 2017). The estimates of the IV model are positive and significant, with an elasti-
city of 1.1. By our calculation, this accounts for an additional 20,000 patents. We provide
extensive robustness analysis to show that our results are robust to changes in the econo-
metric specification, with particular emphasis to test a dynamic model.
Our second question asks whether immigrant inventors carry knowledge which resem-

bles the technological specialization of their country of origin, thus contributing to the re-
cent literature on knowledge diffusion (Ganguli, 2015; Bahar et al., 2020). To test this
mechanism, we adapt to the regional context a measure of ‘foreign expertise’, which has
been first used by Akcigit et al. (2017) for the US case. This indicator is made of two
components: the first one captures the technological specialization of the immigrant’s
country of origin and the second one counts the total number of patents of migrant inven-
tors in a given US region and from a given country of origin (but it does not have a
technological class dimension). This measure aims at capturing whether a specific piece of
foreign knowledge is imported by an inventor from her country to the US city she moved
to. Our results show that inventor migrants bring with them foreign expertise that becomes
relevant for the technological development of the places they migrate to.

2 We use the 2010 standard for delineating MSAs.
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Finally, we test whether immigrant inventors contribute to shape the technological evo-
lution of the receiving region. We observe that new technologies, which were not present
yet in a region, emerged because of the inventive activity of immigrant inventors in those
regions. Our results suggest that both immigrants’ inventive activity and the knowledge
they imported from their home country helped US cites to enter new technological fields.
However, we present suggestive evidence indicating that migrants influence US innovation
primarily through their own knowledge spilling over to US inventors, rather than by con-
necting them to foreign knowledge.
Our findings are in line with a growing literature that analyses the role high-skilled

immigrants in the host country (Kerr et al., 2016; Breschi et al., 2020). Our work also
contributes to the recent literature on historical migration in the USA (Rodriguez-Pose and
Von Berlepsch, 2014; Sequeira et al., 2020; Tabellini, 2020). More specifically, we add
original evidence to the strands of studies that focused on the link between historical mi-
gration and innovation in the USA (Moser et al., 2014; Akcigit et al., 2017; Moser and
San, 2019). In line with these studies we find that immigrant inventors played a crucial
role in the construction of the US technological system in the late nineteen and early
twentieth centuries.
We complement the above literature in two ways. First, our work generalize some of

the important findings of these studies that focused on specific historical cases (e.g. Moser
et al. (2014) on German chemists; Ganguli (2015) on Russian scientists) by looking at a
broader set of immigrant groups and technological fields. Second, our work adds a geo-
graphical dimension to the studies that had mainly a country perspective (Akcigit et al.,
2017; Moser and San, 2019) and shows that immigration played an important role also at
local level.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present some historical background

information about the Age of Mass Migration and invention in the USA. We illustrate
how immigrants related to invention and patenting in the USA. In Section 3, the data are
presented with a description of how we built the dataset. Section 4 lays out our empirical
strategy, while Section 5 illustrates the main findings. Section 6 concludes with some dis-
cussion of the contribution of our work and its possible extensions.

2. The Age of Mass Migration in the USA: immigration, invention and
patenting

More than 30 million people migrated to the USA from all around the world between the
1830s and 1920s (Hatton and Williamson, 1998). A large majority consisted of Europeans
from different geographical origins who entered USA in large consecutive waves. The
Age of Mass Migration came to an end when in 1924 the US Congress passed a law that
introduced country-specific quotas (Goldin, 1994).
Along with the millions of low-skilled immigrants entering the USA during these six

decades, in the order of thousands were or became inventors and patentees (Khan, 2005;
Akcigit et al., 2017). Although it may appear at first surprising, this is less so if one con-
siders that in the late nineteenth century in the US inventive activity was primarily an indi-
vidual endeavor, which required relatively little capital (Hughes, 2004) and formal
training. Inventions were often the outcome of a trial and error process and fortunate acci-
dents which allowed to come up with smart solutions that fixed specific technical prob-
lems (Sokoloff, 1988; Khan, 2005).
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Another important aspect to take into account is that the US patent system, in contrast
to the British or French ones, had very low barriers to entry: registering a patent was rela-
tively cheap and technological invention was strongly promoted and enforced. An add-
itional feature of the US patent system favoured particularly the participation of
disadvantageous groups, including immigrants, as it required that a patent should be
granted to the true and first inventor worldwide, which contrasted with England and other
European countries, where a patent was granted also to imported foreign inventions. This
latter practice clearly favoured wealthy traders and companies who could afford purchas-
ing technology abroad and patent them domestically (Sokoloff, 1988). All the above has
led Khan (2005) to state ‘that the notion of patenting and inventive activity as means of
achieving eminence, especially for disadvantage groups, is borne out by the experience of
foreign-born inventors’ (p. 2014).
The biographies and background of immigrant inventors are however very heteroge-

neous. We could classify them in two broad categories. A first group includes those who
arrived to the USA during their childhood, like Elihu Thomson, prolific inventor and
founding father of successful companies (e.g. General Electric, Thomson SA). A second
category refers to foreign-born inventors who were already trained or active in a specific
scientific field before moving to the USA. Tesla is perhaps the most well-known example
in this group, with his experience and training earned in Europe, he soon built a reputation
of prolific inventor in the USA (Hughes, 2004; Tesla, 2011).

3. Identification of immigrant inventors in patents

Since we focus on the impact of particular type of immigrants, that is those who
arrived in the USA with a baggage of relevant working or intellectual experience, most
of the available databases and empirical approaches that are common in the literature
are not a suitable option. This is because they usually identify migrants without distin-
guishing where they acquired their knowledge. For instance, when migrants are identi-
fied using the ethnic origin of their surnames it is not possible to know whether they
arrived to the USA during their childhood and were therefore trained and raised in the
USA. In this section, we describe the construction of a new dataset that identifies
migrants in historical patent documents at the USPTO. We exploit the fact that old his-
torical patent documents, prior the 1940s, include information about the nationality of
the inventors by disclosing the place they come from if they are foreign. Consider for
instance Figure 1, which shows patent document number 381,968 granted to Tesla,3

who arrived to the USA in 1884 from Europe and started working at Edison’s
Company almost immediately after. Note that patent documents were describing not
only the place of residence of the inventor (New York) but also its nationality (Austro-
Hungarian).
The creation of this database can be divided into three distinct stages. The first chal-

lenge consisted in identifying historical patent documents of migrants inventors from the
pool of all patented inventions granted at the USPTO prior the 1940s. Since manually
scanning all documents for foreign inventors would render the task unfeasible, we relied
instead on an automated algorithm to identify potential candidates. We trained an algo-
rithm to identify patents who could be attributed to an immigrant inventor based on the

3 See entire patent document here: https://patents.google.com/patent/US381968.
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vocabulary used in its description. Words such ‘a subject of’, ‘a citizen of’ or ‘kingdom’
are usually associated with the description of the location of foreign inventors in patents.
These should appear in combination with words such as ‘residing in’ and the name of an
US location. This algorithm is analogous to the one described and documented in Petralia
et al. (2016) but tailored to this particular problem.4

It is likely, however, that the subset of patents identified as coming from migrants (as
well as the information extracted from them) contains mistakes. This could happen if a
certain combination of keywords results in our algorithm identifying the presence of a mi-
grant when it is actually not the case. For instance, the word ‘England’ may refer to the
location of the inventor (‘New England’) instead of his nationality, thus increasing the
probability of falsely identifying the presence of a migrant in the patent. The second step
of the procedure consisted on correcting possible mistakes made by the algorithm. To do
so we manually checked all patents that were flagged as produced by an immigrant invent-
or (approximately 36,000) and whenever necessary we corrected misspells or added the
missing information. From this procedure, we obtained 15,055 manually checked patent–
inventor observations.5

Finally, we had to correct for the fact that our automated detection algorithm would not
detect the patents of immigrants that have obtained the US citizenship after residing in
the USA for some time. This is because foreign citizenship was not disclosed in patent
documents if the immigrant had obtained the US citizenship. We tackled this issue by

Figure 1. Nationality information contained in historical patent documents.

4 See https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId¼doi:10.7910/DVN/3ZLC8E, for a detailed
example.

5 Note that since our procedure to retrieve migrant inventors involves several steps, we are taking a different ap-
proach than what is customary to deal with the trade-off between the type I and type II errors. If the procedure
would have only one step, meaning that the patents we flag in this first step will be the ones that we will use in
the estimations, we would be mostly focused on balancing the type I and type II errors, as in Petralia et al.
(2016). However, we devised a procedure that contains several steps, where some of them include the possibility
to manually correct errors. Since in the second step we can correct (delete) false positives, our strategy was to
choose an unusually low threshold to include as many potential candidates as possible, thus minimizing the prob-
ability of leaving a migrant out.
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text-mining all patents documents in the period 1840–1940 to search for the names of the
15,055 manually identified migrants.6

We allowed for minor discrepancies in the name matching algorithm to take into ac-
count the possibility of minor misspellings, which were later manually checked. This
resulted in a final database containing 49,841 manually checked inventor–patent combina-
tions with information about the place of residence of the inventor, the country of origin,
the year the patent was granted and the technological profile of the patent. Even though
we manually checked that all matches were not due to misspells, it could be the case that
some of the additional patents found at this stage are not of the migrant inventor in ques-
tion but from somebody else with the exact same name. We applied several criteria to re-
strict this possibility. If we include all inventors that match the originally manually
collected name we obtain the 49,841 inventor–patent combinations we mentioned before.
If we restrict to name matches that occur within a 20-year window from the original
(manually identified) name this number goes down to 47,186 and to 40,582 if we use a
10-year window instead. In addition, we restrict to name matches for which the state of
residence also matches within a 20- or 10-year window, which results on a sample of
36,414 and 33,209 inventor–patent combinations, respectively. Our results are robust to
these different matching approaches.
Figure 2 shows the total number of patents of immigrant and native inventors during the

period. We observe a growing trend in immigrant patenting which peaks in 1916, possibly
capturing the effect of WWI on both patenting activity and inflow of migrants. After that, a
new peak is reached in 1926, right after the introduction of immigration quotas, which ended
the open door immigration policy in the USA.7 This time dynamics follows closely the inflow
of migrants during that period of time (Gibson and Lennon, 1999). On the other hand, the pat-
enting activity of natives shows a clear sustained increased in the period considered.

Figure 2. Migrant and native patenting over the period.
Notes: Migrant patenting is marked with the solid blue line and it is read on the left scale.
Patents of natives with the dashed red line on the right scale.

6 Once we identify the additional patents of the manually identified immigrants in the dataset, we consider them as
made by immigrant inventors.

7 This pattern is similar across nationalities, in the Online Appendix we show it for the most prolific ones
(Supplementary Figure S.1).
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Table 1 shows the most prolific nationalities. Not surprisingly, this ranking resembles to a
large extent the distribution of the immigrant population in the USA, with Great Britain and
Ireland at the top of the list, followed by Germany (Gibson and Lennon, 1999). All major
European countries which had large flow of emigrants to USA are listed, that is Sweden,
Italy, Russia and central European countries. We have grouped countries following the
USPTO aggregation criteria. More specifically, Great Britain and Ireland includes Ireland,
Wales, Scotland and England, Austria–Hungary includes Austria, Hungary, Croatia, Czechia,
Slovakia and Slovenia, while Russia includes also Lithuania and Latvia. This is because the
USPTO referred to these territories exchangeably, sometimes referring to cities like Vienna
as part of Austria and others as part of the Austro-Hungarian empire.
Turning to the geography of these migrant inventors, Figure 3 compares the spatial dis-

tribution of patenting and non-patenting (from census records) migrants. Both maps show
the most popular migrant group per county, using the patenting activity of migrants (a)
and the total population (b). Migrant inventors tended to cluster in space resembling close-
ly the geographical footprint of other migrants from the same nationality (Abramitzky and
Boustan, 2017). Not surprisingly, large urban areas are highly represented, with cities like
New York and Chicago ranking at the top. Even though the east coast is the epicentre of
migrant inventive activities (and patenting in general), large communities of German and
Scandinavian immigrants were active throughout the Mid-West.
Finally, in Table A1 in the Appendix, we show the technological composition of

migrants’ (and US natives) patenting activity in the period. We note that German inventors
were relatively more oriented to the production of Mechanical and Electrical & Electronic
technologies than US natives. In addition, North-Europeans and Russians were relatively
more predominant than US natives in Electrical & Electronic, one of the fastest growing
technological domains of the time (Hughes, 2004). We highlight that, for our dataset, the
classification of patents into technologies relies on the United States Patent Classification
(USPC). See more details in the notes to Table A1.

4. Empirical strategy

4.1. Impact on the inventive activity of US regions

In order to investigate the contribution of immigrant inventors to the inventive activity of
US regions, we estimate the following model:

Table 1. Patents by nationality

Origin Patents Share

Great Britain and Ireland 18,093 0.368
Germany 6430 0.131
Sweden–Norway 6092 0.124
Austria–Hungary 3569 0.073
Russia 3290 0.067
Italy 2461 0.050
Canada 2081 0.042
Switzerland 1489 0.030
Denmark 1147 0.023
France 1136 0.023
Others 3408 0.069
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natrkt ¼ b1migrkt þ crt þ wk
t þ urk þ grkt ; (1)

where natrkt is the total number of patents (in logs8) by native inventors in technology k,
region r and period t. Note that in the benchmark regressions, we use MSAs and 10-year

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of migrants. (a) Patents of the biggest ethnic group. (b) Population
of the biggest ethnic group.

8 In the benchmark regressions we keep all observations, including region–technology combinations with zero pat-
enting. We, thus, measure the log of patent count as logðpatentsþ 1Þ. We test the robustness of this choice in
several ways, including by dropping all observations with zeros (see Supplementary Tables S.7–S.12 and the dis-
cussion in the Online Appendix). We find that results are consistent.
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windows, for region and period, respectively. Our variable of interest, migrkt , is the log of
the number of patents authored by immigrants. Lastly, crt ; wk

t ; urk and grkt are the three
interaction dummies and the error term. Note that crt captures all the region-level variables
such as value added, population, population density (etc.), wk

t controls for the state of the
technology and urk for the (time-invariant) technological specialization of the region.
This basic empirical setup, as described in Equation (1) is highly endogenous—even

though the model is saturated with all possible dummies. In fact, idiosyncratic changes in
the conditions of a region-technology combination (for instance, the opening of a research
laboratory by a corporation or a university) would affect both natrkt and migrkt and bias the
estimate of b1. For this reason, in the next section, we describe how we identify the im-
pact of migrants on regional innovation in the USA.

4.2. Identification

We deal with the inherent endogeneity of the empirical model in Equation (1) in two
ways: first, we instrument migrkt using a modified version of a shift–share (Bartik) instru-
ment and, second, we exploit the panel nature of our data to re-write Equation (1) into a
dynamic empirical model.

4.2.1. Shift–share instrument

Shift–share instruments are well grounded in the migration literature (see Card, 2001) and
widely applied in the recent literature on immigration and innovation (see Hunt and
Gauthier-Loiselle, 2010; Ganguli, 2015). The instrument is usually composed of two parts:
the inflow of immigrants from a given country to a destination country (e.g. the shift) and
the share of immigrants of that country residing in a specific city in the previous period
(e.g. the share). In our case, the instrumental variable is constructed as follows:

IVrk
t :¼

X

c

MIGcr
t0

MIGc
t0

ðMIGck
t �MIGcrk

t Þ; (2)

where MIG is the non-log version of the endogenous variable (logðMIGcrk
t Þ ¼ migcrkt ).

The shift component of the instrument (MIGck
t �MIGcrk

t ) is the total flow of patents in
period t, from an immigrant born in country c, in technology k. Note that, however, this
total flow excludes those patents in region r (MIGcrk

t ) to remove the endogenous portion
of the shift. We further highlight, in fact, that in our setting we have an additional dimen-
sion (i.e. technological class k), which is typically not available to most studies on migra-
tion using shift–share instruments. We can therefore exploit this feature in the construction
of the instrument: while for the shift we use the flow with country-of-origin � technology
dimension, for the share we use country-of-origin � region-of-destination. This share
(which is computed with t0 < 1890, when the analysis is carried out from 1900 to 1950)
is exogenous because it does not contain migrants in technological class k specifically, but
inventions from country c in all technological classes.
This should address the critique of Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2018) or Jaeger et al.

(2018) who point out that the share component of the instrument is generally problematic,
as adjustments from previous migration may still be ongoing. Here, we suggest that the
next wave of migrants with specialization in technology k would migrate where there are
existing communities of fellow countrymen, because of social ties, hence irrespective of
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technological specialization of the previous wave. The ongoing adjustments should be ex-
ogenous to the competence brought by the migrant in technology k.
To go a step further, for our benchmark results, we substitute the share of patents by

migrants in Equation (2) with the share of all migrants from country c (inventors and non-
inventors) from the population census of 1890.9

~IV
rk
t :¼

X

c

CENSUScrt0
CENSUSct0

ðMIGck
t �MIGcrk

t Þ: (3)

Hereafter, we denote the log of the IV variables as ivrkt and ~iv
rk

t , respectively.

4.2.2. Dynamic model

As a complementary identification strategy, we also attempt to account for potential endo-
geneity of natrkt and migrkt with a dynamic empirical model. We re-write Equation (1), as

Dnatrkt�1!t ¼ hnatrkt�1 þ b1migrkt�1 þ crt þ wk
t þ grkt : (4)

That is, we now relate the growth (log difference) in patenting activities of natives to
patents of migrants in the previous period. Crucially, we also include a lagged dependent
variable so that changes in the environment (shocks in grkt ) affecting both native and mi-
grant patenting are absorbed by natrkt�1. In addition, we instrument migrkt�1 with ~iv

rk

t�1.
We finally note that in the dynamic setting we cannot include region � technology

dummies (urk) without biasing the results (Nickell bias).10 This may raise the concern that
(although we cluster standard errors by region and technology) modest temporal variation
may inflate significance without fixed effects. We, then, additionally estimate the model
using DIFF-GMM (Arellano and Bond, 1991) and—as a further check—we re-design the
dynamic model to exploit the whole time-span of our data, but in cross-sectional form:

Dnatrkt1!t2
¼ hnatrkt1 þ b1migrkt1 þ dr þ ik þ grk ; (5)

where t1 ¼ ½1890; 1930Þ and t2 ¼ ½1930; 1950Þ. The corresponding instruments also use
t1 ¼ ½1890; 1930Þ for the shift and, as before, t0 ¼ ½1870; 1890Þ11 for the share.

5. Empirical results

5.1. Impact on the inventive activity of US regions

Our original dataset exploits region � technology � time variation and is organized—for
the purpose of the benchmark empirical analysis—into 366 MSAs, 417 USPC classes and
5 10-year windows, for a total of 763,110 observations. In 19% of these observations, we
record at least one patent. Descriptive statistics of the dataset can be found in Table A2.

9 When we use patents data for the share, we sum all the patents published by migrants from 1870 to 1890. This
is because patent production is a flow variable. When we compute the share using census data on migrants, we
use the stock of foreign born in 1890 instead.

10 For completeness, we will report these results nonetheless.
11 t0 ¼ 1890 for ~iv

rk

t1
.
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In Table 2, we report the results of estimating Equation (1). This is the most basic setup
we estimate, where we simply relate contemporaneous patents of natives to patents of
migrants.
In Columns 1–4, we estimate the model with OLS and various combination of dum-

mies. The most complete estimation (with all interacted dummies) in Column (4) suggests
an elasticity of about 0.2. As discussed in Section 4.2, the OLS estimate of the contempor-
aneous model is likely to be biased by endogeneity. Columns (5) and (6) report the instru-

mental variable estimates of the model in Equation (1).12 The shift–share instrument (~iv
rk

t )
uses past population by country of origin for its share component, as described
in Equation (3). The Kleibergen–Paap F-statistics are well-above the usual cut-off point
of 10.13

The IV estimate (with an elasticity of about 1 in Column 6) is significantly larger than
the corresponding OLS estimate.
A few observations are in order: first, to get a sense of the magnitude of this coefficient

we note that the standard deviation of migrkt is about 0.097 (roughly one migrant), mean-
ing that one s.d. increase brings about 1.079� 0.097¼ 10.46% growth in local patents.
While smaller than other estimates in literature, such as Burchardi et al. (2020), that is still
rather large: about 20,000 patents in total.14

Second, comparing OLS estimate with IV we note that, while an upwards bias is what
we expected, we find (in line with similar studies on this topic, such as Hunt and
Gauthier-Loiselle, 2010; Moser et al., 2014; Ganguli, 2015) the opposite. The most likely
explanation for an IV estimate larger than the OLS is that the IV corrects for measurement

Table 2. The relationship between US and immigrant patenting

Dependent variable: Patents of natives

OLS OLS OLS OLS IV IV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Patents of migrants 2.887*** 1.082*** 0.140*** 0.275*** 6.135*** 1.079***
(0.145) (0.139) (0.049) (0.028) (1.640) (0.264)

Adjusted R2 0.118 0.555 0.764 0.791
Observation 763,110 763,110 763,110 763,110 763,110 763,110
F (first stage) 34.063 50.401
Dummies t k, r, t kr, t kr, kt, rt t kr, kt, rt

***Notes: All variables are in logs. Dependent variable: number of patents by natives (natrkt ). Explanatory vari-
able: patenting activity by migrants (migrkt ). Instrumental variable: ~iv

rk

t . Cities (MSAs) are used for the regional
dimension, while USPC for technology. City and technology cluster robust standard errors in parentheses. Time t
is in decades. First-stage relevance reported with Kleibergen–Paap F-statistic. Significance is denoted with
***P< 0.01, **P< 0.05, *P< 0.1.

12 See Supplementary Table S.29 for the first stage.
13 Lee et al. (2020) recently argue that using a fixed threshold for F is misleading. Following their table of critical

values for Column (6): with
ffiffiffiffi
F
p
¼ 7:1, the critical value in the second stage for 5% significance is 2.15, almost

half of the second stage t-ratio of 4.087, which we observe in Column (6).
14 One SD increase brings 40,000 new patents per decade. An increase from zero to the mean brings 20,000 pat-

ents in total.
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error. However, there are also reasons to believe OLS underestimates the coefficient. For in-
stance, inventor migrants may have faced high entry barriers to the US local labour market.
So, they would not have been able to pick their preferred occupation/location, but rather they
ended up in more marginal jobs and/or peripheral areas, where they faced less competition
from natives; another possible explanation, following the argument already made by Ganguli
(2015), is that a downwards bias occurs when immigrants arrive to specific places with a job
offer already. If this is the case, we can assume they move to a place where their skills and
main field of activity is already well-known and related to the one of the employer. The po-
tential for knowledge spillover is then limited. Instead, the IV allocates these immigrants based
on their social networks (co-ethnicity), so to places where their field of activity is possibly un-
known, therefore their impact in terms of knowledge spillovers is most likely to be higher.
Lastly, we observe that (as we show in the reminder of this section) this magnitude

is remarkably robust across specifications, suggesting that a large role was played by
migrants in the innovation environment of the USA of the early 20th century.
In Section 4.2, we propose an alternative econometric specification that could better con-

trol for the simultaneity of natrkt and migrkt (see Equation 4). Table 3 reports the coefficients
estimated using this dynamic setting. The benchmark results for Table 3 are Columns (4)
and (6) for OLS and IV, respectively. The estimated coefficients in these cases are in line
with those reported in Table 2. Note that, unlike in Table 3, Columns (4) and (6) in this
table do not include city � technology dummies. This is to avoid introducing Nickell bias,
which is indeed present in Column (3) and, to a lesser extent in Column (2).15

Table 3. The relationship between US and immigrant patenting: alternative specification

Dependent variable: Patents of natives (growth between t�1 and t)

OLS OLS OLS OLS IV IV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Patents of
natives (t�1)

�0.188*** �0.394*** �0.978*** �0.390*** �0.237*** �0.422***

(0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.028) (0.024)
Patents of
migrants (t�1)

0.603*** 0.428*** 0.178*** 0.403*** 1.566*** 1.267***

(0.048) (0.046) (0.016) (0.039) (0.541) (0.469)
Adjusted R2 0.088 0.207 0.389 0.237
Observation 610,488 610,488 610,488 610,488 610,488 610,488
F (first stage) 27.407 41.320
Dummies t k, r, t kr, t kt, rt t kt, rt

Notes: All variables are in logs. Dependent variable: growth of patenting activity by natives (Dnatrkt�1!t).
Explanatory variables: patenting activity by natives (natrkt�1) and migrants (migrkt�1). Instrumental variable: ~iv

rk

t�1.
Cities (MSAs) are used for the regional dimension, while USPC for technology. City and technology cluster ro-
bust standard errors in parentheses. Time t is in decades. First-stage relevance reported with Kleibergen–Paap
F-statistic. Significance is denoted with ***P< 0.01, **P< 0.05, *P< 0.1.

15 A standard alternative strategy to estimate a FE model in dynamic setting is to use an Arellano–Bond style esti-
mator. In Supplementary Table S.13, we show that results are robust when the dynamic model is estimated via
DIFF-GMM.
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The final specification we discuss for this section is the one reported in Equation (5).
Similarly to the growth-level setup, whose estimates are reported in Table 3, this empirical
model differs in that we aggregate the whole dataset in three time periods
(t0 ¼ ½1870; 1890Þ; t1 ¼ ½1890; 1930Þ; t2 ¼ ½1930; 1950Þ). As we use t0 for the instrument,
t1 for the level variables and the difference between t2 and t1 for the growth variables, we
functionally have a cross-sectional dynamic model. The results of this exercise are reported
in Supplementary Table S.1. Coefficients are in line with previous estimates, even though
the most complete IV estimate (Column 4) suggests a smaller elasticity of about 0.7.

5.2. Impact of foreign expertise on the inventive activity of US regions

The empirical findings in the previous section indicate that the knowledge of the migrant
plays a strong role stimulating innovation in the USA. This knowledge is likely to have
originated in the migrants’ country of origin, since foreign born who lived for long (and
possibly studied) in the USA become citizen, and thus are not picked up as migrants by
our algorithm.
In line with a growing literature on contemporary immigration and knowledge diffusion

(Miguelez and Temgoua, 2019; Bahar et al., 2020), our analysis suggests that migrants
acted as carriers of knowledge across distant places. However, our measurement of know-
ledge flow from migrants (migrkt ) leaves an important question open: are inventor migrants
bringing their own knowledge or are they also acting as a bridge between their country of
origin and their region of destination in the USA?
We introduce here a variable that can help make the distinction. We take this variable

from Akcigit et al. (2017), but adapt it to our regional context: Erk
t is the foreign expertise

on technology k that migrants bring to region r.

Erk
t1

:¼
X

c

PATck
t0

PATc
t0

ðMIGcr
t1
�MIGcrk

t1
Þ; (6)

where PATck
t0

is the production of patents of country c in technology k at home.16

ðMIGcr
t1
�MIGcrk

t1
Þ is the flow of patents by migrant inventors from country c, in region r

(excluding those in the target technology k).
This indicator of expertise, which differs from the one proposed by Akcigit et al.

(2017) because it varies also by region r, is similar in spirit to our instrumental variable
(Equations 2 and 3). This measure of expertise inverts the indices r and k for the share
and the shift components (apart from using inventions by non-migrants in the share com-
ponent). While this may appear minor at first sight, it is substantial: controlling for migrk

or ~iv
rk
, expertise captures the connections US cities have with technology k to countries

that are specialized in that technology, beyond having experts that migrated from those
countries. In this way, we can distinguish between the knowledge that was brought direct-
ly by migrants through their own competence and the knowledge brought indirectly
through links with the home country.
The specification estimated by Akcigit et al. (2017) is comparable to our model in

Equation (5). We then write:

16 This data come from the HistPat International dataset (Petralia, 2019), available at: https://doi.org/10.7910/
DVN/QT4OJS.
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Dnatrkt1!t2
¼ hnatrkt1 þ b1migrkt1 þ b2e

rk
t1
þ dr þ ik þ grk ; (7)

where erkt1 ¼ logðErk
t1
Þ. In Table 4, the reader can find the estimates of this specification.17

We observe that expertise and patents of migrants are significant at the same time in all
specifications, which indicate that the role of migration appears to be both direct (through
the knowledge embedded in the migrants themselves) and indirect (through the links that
the migrants provide with their home country).

5.3. The impact on technological evolution of US regions

The direct and indirect impact of migration on US innovation has the additional (but
equally important) consequence to change the technological evolution of cities. While
Akcigit et al. (2017) note that migration has driven the technological trajectory of the
USA, and Moser et al. (2014) observe this in a specific technological field (i.e. chemistry),
here we show that this process happens also at the regional level, with migration shaping
the technological evolution of cities.
To highlight this point with more emphasis, we run here the analysis at the extensive

margin. That is, instead of focusing on regions that have a specific technology, and study
how the presence of migrant inventors influences its growth, in this section, we look
uniquely at regions where a technology is missing.

Table 4. The role of expertise in innovation

Dependent variable: Patents of natives (growth between t1 and t2)

OLS OLS IV IV
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Patents of natives (t1) �0.394*** �0.525*** �0.409*** �0.541***
(0.023) (0.018) (0.029) (0.022)

Patents of migrants (t1) 0.316*** 0.278*** 0.731** 0.618**
(0.050) (0.047) (0.287) (0.245)

Expertise (t1) 0.852*** 0.317*** 0.579*** 0.145*
(0.166) (0.111) (0.178) (0.084)

Adjusted R2 0.265 0.435
Observation 150,426 150,426 150,426 150,426
F (first stage) 37.626 64.128
Dummies k, r k, r

Notes: All variables are in logs. Dependent variable: growth of patenting activity by natives (Dnatrkt1!t2
).

Explanatory variables: patenting activity by natives (natrkt1 ) and migrants (migrkt1 ), and expertise (erkt1 ). Instrumental
variable (for migrkt1 ):

~iv
rk

t1
. Cities (MSAs) are used for the regional dimension, while USPC for technology. City

and technology cluster robust standard errors in parentheses. Time: t0 ¼ ½1870; 1890Þ; t1 ¼ ½1890; 1930Þ;
t2 ¼ ½1930; 1950Þ. First-stage relevance reported with Kleibergen–Paap F-statistic. Significance is denoted with
***P< 0.01, **P< 0.05, *P< 0.1.

17 Note that in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we employ the cross-sectional specification in Akcigit et al. (2017) so that
results are more comparable. For completeness, we report the results of the analysis using the specifications in
Equations (1) and (4) (Supplementary Tables S.31–S.33). We find that results are robust in OLS, but not in IV
(see discussion in Section 5.4).
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In this empirical design, we then drop all observations where in t1 there is a patent by a
native (i.e. if NATrk

t1
> 0). We then look at period t2 to see if innovative activities in that

technology have appeared. Using the indicator function, we write18:

appearrkt1!t2
:¼ 1½NATrk

t2
> 0 jNATrk

t1
¼ 0�: (8)

The corresponding econometric model is comparable to Equation (7):

appearrkt1!t2
¼ b1migrkt1 þ b2e

rk
t1
þ dr þ ik þ grk : (9)

We again find that migrants play a direct and indirect role, with both independent varia-
bles migrk and erk estimated to be positive and significant (see Table 5), although expertise
is insignificant in IV regressions (see discussion in Section 5.4). The effect size of the role
of migrants is large, but credible. One standard deviation increase in migration (0.028)
leads to a 49% (¼ 0:028� 17:6) growth in appearance. That is an increase from 11% (the
unconditional probability of a new patent from locals) to 18% (¼ 0:11� e0:49Þ)

5.4. Mechanism

While pinning down precisely the mechanism of knowledge spillovers is beyond the cap-
acity of our dataset, it is worth discussing what we can infer from indirect evidence. First,
as we highlight in previous section, the conceptual differences with which we constructed
the IV and the expertise variable E are already hinting at the channel of knowledge diffu-
sion—at least with respect to the origin of the knowledge that is being transferred. While

Table 5. The extensive margin: Appearance of new city–technology combinations

Appearance of technological class k, in region r, time t2

OLS OLS IV IV
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Patents of migrants (t1) 0.315*** 0.168*** 30.129*** 17.622***
(0.059) (0.049) (7.247) (5.102)

Expertise (t1) 1.475*** 0.570*** 0.268 0.080
(0.250) (0.138) (0.479) (0.294)

Adjusted R2 0.016 0.160
Observation 93,191 93,191 93,191 93,191
F (first stage) 23.478 18.354
Dummies k, r k, r

Notes: All variables are in logs. Dependent variable: appearance of patenting activity by natives (appearrkt1!t2
).

Explanatory variables: patenting activity by migrants (migrkt1 ) and expertise (erkt1 ). Instrumental variable (for migrkt1 ):

~iv
rk

t1
. Cities (MSAs) are used for the regional dimension, while USPC for technology. City and technology cluster

robust standard errors in parentheses. Time: t0 ¼ ½1870; 1890Þ; t1 ¼ ½1890; 1930Þ; t2 ¼ ½1930; 1950Þ. First-stage
relevance reported with Kleibergen–Paap F-statistic. Significance is denoted with ***P< 0.01, **P< 0.05, *P< 0.1.

18 Alternatively, one could define the dependent variable in non-binary form (NATrk
t2
conditional on NATrk

t1
¼ 0).

We find that results are robust in OLS, but not in IV (see Supplementary Table S.34 and discussion in Section
5.4).
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the IV suggests physical presence of knowledge, E indicates access to foreign expertise.
As we found them both positive and significant, there is a reason to believe that migrants
contribute directly (through their own knowledge) and indirectly (through the knowledge
of their network) to accrue the technical capabilities of the USA. We note however that in
some robustness tests (Supplementary Tables S.31–S.34), expertise is significant in OLS,
but not in IV, suggesting that the direct channel is the predominant one.
Another indirect signal is provided by the timing of impact. It can be argued that—if

the effect we observed is a spillover of foreign knowledge—the size of the impact will
rapidly decline over time, which we indeed observe in Supplementary Figure S.2.19

Further, in Supplementary Figure S.3, we show the conditional distribution of patenting
by natives, comparing those exposed to a low or high level of the instrument. We can
clearly observe that the majority of the impact stems from the bottom half of the distribu-
tion. This is indicative of the fact that the impact of migrants may not come from the for-
malized environment of corporate innovation, but from the spreading of ideas by
independent inventors.
One potentially relevant channel through which migrants may have benefited natives is

by enabling spillovers to occur. We test this by exploring to what extent migrants have
brought early-stage knowledge. Similarly to Bahar et al. (2020), we test whether migrants
were more likely to participate in early-stage patents than natives. We consider early-stage
patents in a USPC technological class as those that belong to the first decile of all patent-
ing activity in that technology if patents are sorted in a chronological order by granting
date. We consider two different aggregation levels at which a patent could be regarded as
early-stage: the local level, which includes all patents in a given technology-MSA combin-
ation (Column 1 of Supplementary Table S.42); the national level, which includes all pat-
ents in a given technological class without taking geography into account (Column 2 of
Supplementary Table S.42). Results show that there is indeed a positive correlation be-
tween the presence of a migrant in a patent and the likelihood that this patent is in an
early stage.

5.5. Robustness

Our findings are robust to a variety of choices in the collection of data and in the design
of the empirical analysis. In the Online Appendix, the reader can find a thorough discus-
sion in Supplementary Section S.1, with all the relevant additional output reported in
Supplementary Section S.2.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the impact of immigrants’ patenting on the inventive activity
of US native inventors from an historical perspective. We find that US regions greatly
benefited from the presence of immigrant inventors: they gave rise to spatially localised
knowledge spillovers that had positive effects on the patenting activity of native inventors.
We show that the contribution of immigrant inventors was also indirect: they acted as

19 Contrariwise, a non-decaying pattern would have suggested either that the migrant access of foreign knowledge
continued overtime or that the impact we observe on natives should be attributed to the migrant talent rather
than the knowledge he brought. We thank an anonymous referee for pointing this out.
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brokers of knowledge between their country of origin and the regions in the USA they
happened to migrate to. Therefore, the positive effect of the immigrants’ foreign expertise
to the growth of US regional patenting is additional to the direct effect (i.e. patenting of
immigrants). This diffusion mechanism is illustrated by the historian Thomas Hughes,
when he discusses the involvement of Charles Steinmetz and other German physicists and
mathematicians at the General Electric research laboratories. He argues that besides their
inventive activity their greatest contribution was, in his words, to have ‘introduced
American engineers to advance mathematical modes of analyzing alternative current light
and power systems. These modes greatly enhanced the problem solving abilities of engin-
eering colleagues at GE’ (Hughes, 2004, 161). These mathematical modes and the scientif-
ic method underpinning them were learned by the German researchers while working,
experimenting and studying at their company or university laboratories in their home
country. These immigrants embodied such tacit knowledge and carried it with them while
migrating to the USA, where they shared it with their fellow colleagues and researchers.
The knowledge spillovers generated by immigrants also shaped the technological evolution
of US regions. Our results indeed show that US regions entered in new technological
fields thanks to the knowledge imported by immigrants. This evidence aligns well with re-
cent findings on contemporary migration (Bahar et al., 2020).
More in general our findings contribute to the debate initiated by historians on the role

of community versus individual-based knowledge diffusion (Lissoni, 2018). Our results in-
deed show that the positive impact of immigrant inventors occurred during an era of mass
migration, with open borders and no (or limited) restrictions to immigration. Our findings
do not prove that open-border is an optimal immigration policy, but they do provide some
food-for-thought for policy makers. For example, it can be argued that highly selective
polices that strongly discriminate the low skilled might discourage also the migration of
high-skilled immigrants: if the latter have a strong preference for diversity, they might in-
deed decide to move to more tolerant places (Kerr, 2018). In short, policy makers should
consider that tighter immigration policies can generate unintended consequences; therefore,
an efficient policy aimed at attracting skilled workers might require less, rather than more
restrictions (Clemens and Pritchett, 2019).
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Appendix A

A. Descriptive statistics

Table A2.2. Only positive observations

Variable N Mean SD Min Max

Number of patents of natives 163,802 12.750 53.329 1.000 2709.000
Number of patents of migrants 6625 1.993 2.900 1.000 39.000
Total number of patents 164,238 12.797 53.563 1.000 2715.000
Instrumental variable 321,094 0.037 0.237 0.000 23.096
Expertise 148,278 0.084 0.691 0.000 49.317

Table A1. Type of technology by nationality

GB DE SW-NO AT-HU RU IT CA USA

Others 0.357 0.340 0.351 0.416 0.499 0.466 0.419 0.441
Mechanical 0.369 0.402 0.430 0.366 0.283 0.346 0.360 0.366
Electrical and Electronic 0.127 0.144 0.115 0.100 0.123 0.076 0.080 0.074
Drugs and medical 0.013 0.008 0.004 0.007 0.010 0.018 0.014 0.013
Computers and
communications

0.024 0.010 0.017 0.027 0.012 0.019 0.048 0.017

Chemical 0.109 0.096 0.083 0.085 0.073 0.074 0.079 0.089

Notes: Our dataset is classified according to the USPC, which is provided by the USPTO. It classifies patents
into technological classes according to the type of invention to which they claim rights. There are currently more
than 400 different technological classes in use, and whenever a new class is created, or an existing one re-
defined, all patents are re-classified to maintain temporal consistency (see http://www.uspto.gov/learning-and-
resources/electronic-bulk-data-products). In addition, patents can be grouped into economically relevant categories
(Chemical, Computer and Communications (C&C), Drugs and Medical (D&M), Electrical and Electronics (E&E),
Mechanical and Others). See Hall et al. (2001) for details. The concordance is available at http://www.nber.org/
patents/. The US shares are calculated using HistPat data (Petralia et al., 2016).

Table A2. Descriptive statistics of the main datasetA.2.1 All observations

Variable N Mean SD Min Max

Number of patents of natives 763,110 2.737 25.256 0.000 2709.000
Number of patents of migrants 763,110 0.017 0.327 0.000 39.000
Total number of patents 763,110 2.754 25.399 0.000 2715.000
Instrumental variable 763,110 0.016 0.155 0.000 23.096
Expertise 763,110 0.016 0.307 0.000 49.317
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Table A2.3. Log(x þ 1)

Variable N Mean SD Min Max

Number of patents of natives 763,110 0.336 0.816 0.000 7.905
Number of patents of migrants 763,110 0.008 0.097 0.000 3.689
Total number of patents 763,110 0.337 0.818 0.000 7.907
Instrumental variable 763,110 0.012 0.070 0.000 3.182
Expertise 763,110 0.010 0.080 0.000 3.918

Notes: In the main dataset, we observe patenting activity of natives and migrants divided by region r, techno-
logical class k, and decade t. With 366 MSAs, 417 US Patent Classes, and 5 decades (1900–1940), we have
366� 417� 5¼ 763,110 observations, as reported in the top third of the table. Appendix A.1.2 shows the de-
scriptive statistics, restricting the data to only positive observations. It is easy to see that about 19% of observa-
tions have at least one patent in the region-class-decade. Only 0.9% of observations instead have a migrant-
authored patent. Appendix A.1.3 shows the dataset in logs. Instrument and expertise variables are defined in
Equations (3) and (6), respectively.
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